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Abstract—Different from online shopping, in-store shopping
has few ways to collect the customer behaviors before purchase.
In this paper, we present the design and implementation of an
on-site Customer Behavior IDentification system based on passive
RFID tags, named CBID. By collecting and analyzing wireless
signal features, CBID can detect and track tag movements and
further infer corresponding customer behaviors. We model three
main objectives of behavior identification by concrete problems
and solve them using novel protocols and algorithms. The
design innovations of this work include a Doppler effect based
protocol to detect tag movements, an accurate Doppler frequency
estimation algorithm, a multi-RSS based tag localization protocol,
and a tag clustering algorithm using cosine similarity. We have
implemented a prototype of CBID in which all components
are built by off-the-shelf devices. We have deployed CBID
in real environments and conducted extensive experiments to
demonstrate the accuracy and efficiency of CBID in customer
behavior identification.

I. INTRODUCTION

Customer shopping behavior analysis is of importance to

improve retailer profits and customer experience. Compared to

online shopping, in-store shopping such as Brick-and-Mortar

(B&M) business lacks of effective approaches to identify

comprehensive customer behaviors, such as picking up items,

trying-on clothes, and price comparisons. Although mining

of sales history has shown a success in telling customer

behaviors [1], customer behaviors before the purchase, where

rich information about shopping patterns exist, are not col-

lected and analyzed. Therefore an on-site customer behavior

identification system is highly desired by retailers to collect

the data characterizing customer actions during the entire

shopping procedure. Mining of such data could provide deep

and comprehensive insights of customer interests, experiences,

and expectations, which are important to improve service

quality and profits of retailers. Ultimately, such a system would

be a fundamental component for the emerging concept, Omni-

channel Retailing, where customers should have a consistent

and seamless experience in both in-store and online shopping

[2].

Recent advances of the Radio Frequency Identification (R-

FID) technology provide new opportunities in building a cost-

efficient item tracking and monitoring system [3][4][5][6].

Retailers can label items with low-cost and battery-free RFID

tags (also known as passive tags). Compared to traditional

Barcode labels, RFID tags can be remotely read in a non-

line-of-sight manner, enabling automatic identification and

processing [7][8]. It is reported that about 3 billion tags will be

consumed by retailers in 2014 [9]. However, there is a major

challenge for an RFID system to perform behavior identifica-

tion. Since passive tags are originally designed for identity

recognition only, their computing and memory resource is

extremely limited. Hence passive tags are not able to report

or compute their movements or locations, nor can they carry

special devices such as accelerometer or GPS.

In this work, we present the design, implementation, and

evaluation of an RFID-based Customer Behavior IDentifica-

tion system, named CBID. CBID is implemented by a com-

modity RFID reader and off-the-shelf tags. We have designed

extensive protocols and algorithms to collect and analyze

physical-layer data of the communication between the reader

and passive tags. The data analysis identifies various human

actions applied to tagged items.

Specifically, CBID focuses on performing three types of

customer behavior analysis.

1) CBID enables item popularity discovery by counting the

pick-up actions of the displayed items. We design a novel

Doppler effect based movement detection protocol to count

the pick-up actions applied to passive tags.

2) CBID is able to discover items with explicit correlations

such as rival and complementarity. We model this task as

detection of items that are held by a same customer. We design

a new tag localization protocol based on the changes of radio

signal strength. Tag locations allow CBID to determine the

items that are likely to be held by a same person.

3) CBID helps to discover items that will be eventually

selected by a same customer, although they are not directly

rival or complementary. We call such relationships as implicit

correlations and model this task as finding tags with a same

movement trajectory. We design a moving tag clustering

algorithm to accurately solve this problem in a short time

duration.

We have successfully deployed CBID in various environ-

ments including a laboratory in a supermarket-like lay out and/978-1-4799-6204-4/14$31.00 c©2014 IEEE



a university library. Extensive experiments show that CBID

achieves high accuracy of behavior identification.

We summarize our contributions in this work are as follows.

• To the best of our knowledge, we are the first to pro-

pose a passive tag based customer behavior identification

system. We model three main objectives of behavior

identification by concrete problems and solve them using

wireless communication protocols and algorithms.

• We propose a new Doppler frequency based solution

for detecting tag movements. We employ a phase-based

Doppler frequency estimation method to overcome the

problem of inaccurate measurements incurred by the

current reader hardware.

• We propose a new metric, called Integration of Multi-

RSS, for accurate tag localization. Our solution does not

need hardware modifications on RFID devices.

• We develop a new moving tag clustering algorithm which

is fast and accurate.

• We implement a prototype of CBID and conduct compre-

hensive experiments covering three major display styles

in B&M stores. Experimental results show that CBID can

achieve high accuracy of customer behavior identification

in real environments.

II. OBJECTIVES AND OVERVIEW

In this section, we present three main objectives of the

CBID system. Then we introduce the signal characteristics

we measured for customer behavior analysis and present an

overview of CBID system design.

A. Objectives of CBID

The CBID system is designed to identify customer be-

haviors by collecting and analyzing wireless signal changes

of RFID reader and tag communication. Specifically, CBID

has three main objectives, namely discovering popular items,

revealing explicit correlations, and disclosing implicit correla-

tions.

1) Discovering popular items: Popular items are the ones

with great interests of customers. Customer behavior analysis

of sales history can only consider the purchase actions to

indicate interests of items. The unique advantage of CBID is

that it can identify other actions such as picking up an item,

as shown in Figure 1(a). Intuitively, the more times an item

is picked, the more attention the item gains. B&M stores can

then adjust the display accordingly. In the CBID system, we

count the detected pick-up actions of an item as a metric to

reflect the amount of customer attention gained by an item,

namely popularity.

Note that the collected data would be complementary to

the sale history based customer behavior analysis, even if the

amount of detected pick-up actions is not proportion to the

amount of sales. Indeed, disproportion between the popularity

and sales of an item should be an important alert to the

shopper or manufacture for adjusting their production plan

or retailing strategy. In CBID, pick-up actions are detected by

the movement of the tag attached to an item according to the

analysis of signal changes.

2) Revealing explicit correlations: We say items have

explicit correlations if they are rival or complementary. For

example, a customer may compare a bottle of CocaCola and a

bottle of Pepsi. As another example, a customer may pick up

a cap and a jacket to decide if they match each other. Sales

history analysis may reveal some of complementary items

but can hardly discover rival items. The pick-up behaviors

of explicit-correlated items are spatially and temporally close,

e.g. a customer may pick up these items simultaneously

(Figure 1(b)). The CBID system applies novel passive tag

localization methods to reveal such spatial and temporal cor-

relations of moving items.

3) Disclosing implicit correlations: We say items have

implicit correlations if they share similar pick-up, moving, or

purchase correlations. The most famous example is the tale

of beer and diapers, which says that beer and diaper sales

are explicitly correlated because young fathers who are sent

to buy diapers would also buy beer for themselves. CBID

uses tag trajectory monitoring and clustering to disclose these

correlations by detecting and analyzing movement patterns of

tags, as shown in Figure 1(c).

Among these three objectives, the first one focuses on the

popularity of individual items. Meanwhile, the second and

third ones focus on the items with correlations, explicitly or

implicitly. Leveraging the results provided by CBID, retailers

can obtain the information including which items are popular,

which items simultaneously receive customer attentions, and

which items are likely to be moved or selected by a same

customer. This information helps retailers to determine which

items should be displayed using more space and how items

should be displayed.

B. Signal Characteristics

We briefly introduce the low level data collected and an-

alyzed by CBID, i.e., a number of signal characteristics of

RFID reader and tag communication. CBID mainly use three

signal characteristics, namely RF signal phase, received signal

strength, and Doppler frequency shift.

1) RF signal phase: In RF signal, the phase is a periodic

function with a period 2π radians. The measured phase ϕ
follows

ϕ = 2π ·
(
d

λ

)
mod (2π) (1)

where d is the distance from the transmitter to receiver and

λ = c/f is the wavelength of signal at frequency f (in Hz).

In RFID systems, the phase model needs proper modifications

because of two reasons. First, the tag replies to the reader

in a backscatter way. The total distance for the backscattered

signal traveling between the reader and tag is 2d. Moreover,

the reader’s transmit circuits (ϕt) and receiver circuits (ϕr), the

tag’s reflection characteristic (ϕtag), will introduce additional

phase rotation. Therefore, the phase of RF signal can be



(a) Discovering popular items (b) Revealing explicit correlations (c) Disclosing implicit correlations

Fig. 1. Three objectives of CBID.

modeled as:

ϕ = 2π · (2d
λ
) + ϕt + ϕr + ϕtag (2)

2) Received signal strength: The Received Signal Strength

(RSS) is a measurement on the power of a received radio

signal. In RFID systems, RSS is one of the reader outputs,

reflecting the power of received backscattered signal PRx.

RSS can be measured in the unit of dbm and calculated as:

RSS = 10 lg( PRx

1mW ). According to the Friis Function [10], we

also have a relationship between the transmitting and received

power:

PRx = PTxTbG
2
rG

2
t (

λ

4πd
)4 (3)

where PTx is the transmitting power, Tb is the loss in the

backscatter transmission, d is the distance between the reader’s

antenna and tag’s antenna, and Gr and Gt are the gains of

reader’s antenna and tag’s antenna respectively. We can then

model RSS as:

RSS = 10 log(
PTx

1mW
TbG

2
rG

2
t (

λ

4πd
)4) (4)

3) Doppler Frequency Shift: The Doppler frequency shift

(also known as the Doppler effect) reflects changes in frequen-

cy domain of a wave from its source to a moving receiver.

Assuming the object moves at a velocity v and an angle of α
from the receiver (reader antenna), then the Doppler frequency

shift is modeled by:

Δf =
2v

λ
· cos(α) (5)

C. Improvement of Existing Reader API

In the implementation of CBID, we adopt an Impinj Speed-

way Revolution RFID reader to communicate with UHF

passive tags. The Impinj newest software can report low-level

data, such as the phase, RSS and Doppler shift, through an

API compatible with the standard Low Level Reader Protocol

(LLRP). However, from the observation of the collected data

by the API, we find the measurement values are not accurate

enough to satisfy the application requirements of CBID.

First, when the reader processes the received signal, it

introduces some radians of ambiguity such that the reported

phase can be either the true phase (ϕ) or the true phase plus

radians (ϕ + π) [11]. Thus, we need to standardize the API

outputs to unified values before further operations.

Second, many factors influence the reader’s ability to obtain

accurate Doppler estimates, such as the multiple effect in in-

door environments, antenna switching, frequency hopping, and

the Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR) of received signal. Targeting

to these factors, there are several intuitive methods to increase

the estimation accuracy.

Fixing on the maximum frequency. It is worth to note that

phase estimates should only be compared on a single channel.

And the doppler shift obtained from this API is measured

indirectly on the phase. Hence, the channel should be fixed

during experiments. Moreover, from Equation 5, we know

larger frequency results in a more obvious doppler shift value.

Increasing EPC length. Longer packet durations (i.e.,
longer measurement intervals) can increase the accuracy of

estimating Doppler frequency shifts. One approach is to in-

crease the Electronic Product Code (EPC) length. Following

the commercial EPC C1G2 standard, the length of EPC code

can be set to 96-bit at most [12]. We adopt this length in our

implementation.

Adopting M8 reader inventory mode. As another approach

to increase packet durations, the reader may use slower reader

inventory mode (i.e., Miller-8 mode) to slow down the com-

munication rate.

Even with above improvements, the derived Doppler shift

values, however, are still affected by noises. We measure

Doppler shift values of 12 tags via the reader API and show

the standard deviation in Figure 2. The points connected by

blue lines indicate the standard deviations, which are very big.

We propose a new solution to mitigate the impact from noises,

which will be detailed in Section III. Shown by the red region

in Figure 2, we find that the proposed phase-based doppler

estimation can keep the standard deviation of Doppler value

in very small values when tags are static.

D. System Overview

In the CBID system, passive tags are attached to commodi-

ties and a reader is deployed in charge of reading the tags

via backscatter communication. The raw data collected by

the CBID reader include the Electronic Product Code (EPC),

signal phase, RSS, and timestamp. These data can further be

derived to estimate Doppler shifts.
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Figure 3 illustrates the architecture of the CBID system.

Based on the collected data, CBID first conducts signal

processing tasks including phase pre-processing, Doppler shift

calculation, and IMR calculation. It then uses the results of

signal processing to achieve the three behavior identification

objectives discussed in Section II-A.

In the following sections, we focus on describing how CBID

performs behavior identification via discovery of popular item-

s, explicit correlations, and implicit correlations.

III. DOPPLER-BASED POPULAR ITEM DISCOVERY

Popular item discovery in CBID can be achieved by de-

tecting and counting the pick-up events by customers. In

this section, we propose an accurate and robust discovery

algorithm of popular items discovery.

A. Doppler Shift Estimation

Doppler frequency shift reflects the relative velocity be-

tween a reader and tag. When a customer picks up a tagged

item, the speed of item movement, i.e., the velocity of the

attached tag perpendicular to the reader antenna, can result

in frequency shifts. However, a low-cost commercial RFID

reader does not offer an accurate API for Doppler shifts.

To recognize the occurrence of Doppler shifts and improve

accuracy, we investigate the insight of Doppler shifts in RFID

communication in detail. We firstly consider a single tag

moving radially to a reader antenna with velocity v. During

this movement, the reader repeatedly identifies the tag by the

received EPC packets. Assume that the reader receives two

consecutive EPC packet Pi and Pi+1. Let ti, ti+1 denote the

time stamps of these packets arriving at the reader and φi, φi+1

represent the corresponding signal phases. We can calculate

the distance that the tag moves between two time stamps:

d = v · (ti+1 − ti) (6)

The distance can also be presented by the corresponding

phase shift of the signal collected between ti+1 and ti. Note

that the backscatter signal travels both the downlink and

Phase Pre-
processing

Doppler Shift 
Calculation

IMR Calculation

 Implicit Correlations

 Explicit Correlations

 Popular Items 

Implicit Correlations

Explicit Correlations

Signal Processing Behavior Identification

Signal Collection
( EPC, phase, RSS, t ) ( EPC, IMR, Doppler shift, t )

Data Mining 
Tasks

Fig. 3. System Architecture of CBID

uplink, which makes the transmission distance equals to 2d.

Therefore, we obtain such an equation:

2v · (ti+1 − ti) = λ · (φi+1 − φi

2π
) (7)

From Equation 7, we can derive the expression of Doppler

frequency:

f =
v

λ
=

1

4π
· (φi+1 − φi

ti+1 − ti
) (8)

Equation 8 indicates that estimation of Doppler frequency

depends on the phase change and time interval between two

packets. If applying this estimation method, there should be

two conditions.

• In the interval between two consecutive EPC packets, the

tag should move less than half of a wavelength in the

radial direction. Otherwise, the measurement on phase

will suffer from under-sampling and the result cannot

accurately reflect the phase shift. This condition can be

easily satisfied using current commercial readers, e.g.

Impinj R420.

• The received signal should be continuous. Some changes

in reader transmitter, such as channel hopping, will cause

inaccurate calculation on the distance in Equation 7.

Therefore, we have to fix the transmitter configurations,

including frequency channel and antenna selection, in

steady state during signal measurement.

There is another challenge in data pre-processing stage

before computing the Doppler frequency shift. It is known

that the phase value is a periodic function, called the wrapped

phase. In our system, one concern is that calculating the phase

difference between two consecutive packets needs to consider

all appropriate times of 2π, called phase unwrapping. We

achieve this by using an One-Dimensional Phase Unwrapping

method [13], which also requires continuous sampling as

discussed in the first condition above.

To evaluate the effectiveness of our method, we conduct

two experiments to compare the Doppler frequency values

from Impinj API and our Doppler estimation scheme based

on phase changes. Figure 4(a) shows the experiment results in

a static scenario. We encode the tag ID with the longest bits-

setting (96 bits) and encode the EPC packet with the Miller-8
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Fig. 4. Doppler frequency estimation by phase shift: (a) In the static scenario,
Doppler readings from Impinj API change dramatically while the Doppler
frequency estimated by our method is very stable. (b) In the movement
scenario, the Doppler frequency estimated by our method can effectively
distinguish tag movements, but that from Impinj API cannot.

modulation. The frequency channel is also tuned to the largest

one, which is 924.375 MHz for our reader. The blue line is

the doppler frequency value collected from the Impinj API

and the red dotted line is the estimation of doppler value

using Equation 8. As visualized in Figure 4(a), the doppler

value gained from Impinj API changes dramatically in the

static scenario with a standard deviation of 0.3040, even if we

apply the most favorable settings. On the other hand, results

produced by the estimation scheme of CBID are much more

stable, with a much smaller standard deviation 0.0167.

We also build up a movement scenario to simulate pick-up

behaviors. At the very beginning, a volunteer holds a tagged

item in front of the reader antenna. Then he moves his forearm

repeatedly to make the item either towards or away from the

antenna. In theory, the movement approaching the reader [14]

will result in a positive peak in Doppler frequency and the

opposite movement will lead to a negative peak value. When

using our scheme, the experiment result is well compliant

with the theory, as shown by the red curve in Figure 4(b).

The periodic positive/negative peak changes clearly reflect cus-

tomer’s movements. However, the Doppler frequency values

from Impinj API suffer from noise interference and cannot

report the motions accurately.

B. Adaptive Doppler Peaks Detection

Accurate estimation of the Doppler frequency shift is the

first step of detection of pick-up actions. Then the system

should detect the peaks of Doppler frequency values quickly

and precisely. Many existing algorithms have been proposed

for frequency change detection or peak detection. However,

they require to record measurement data and then apply

analysis tools. In real deployment of the CBID system, keeping

the values of Doppler frequency would be a overloaded task

considering a huge amount of data will be generated by

monitoring the movements of thousands of tags in very short

time intervals. Therefore, we design an accurate magnitude

threshold-based detection which drops the data not related

to the Doppler change as much as possible. A challenge is

that such a deterministic threshold does not exist because of
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Fig. 5. Change point detection by adaptive CUSUM: The subfigures show
the Doppler frequency changes of four continuous pick-up actions. The blue
curve shows the estimated Doppler values and the red circles are the change
points detected by adaptive CUSUM.

two limitations in real deployment. 1) Tag diversity induces

diverse noise levels across different tags, and 2) item locations

diversity also raises different Doppler patterns. For the above

reasons, we adopt an adaptive CUSUM algorithm [15] to track

possible changes in Doppler values.

Let d(t) denote the Doppler frequency value at time t
and its probability density is denoted by pθ, where θ is the

distribution parameter. Assume that a change happens at time

T , the probability density of Doppler frequency changes from

px to py . Then we can use a logarithmic ratio to compare these

two distributions:

ly = log
py(d(t))

px(d(t))
(9)

For the parameter x, it is easy to be obtained from the

historical change record. But the parameter y, which is also

called post-change distribution parameter, is unknown. It also

varies during the detection process, leading more difficulty to

predict.

To solve this problem, we define the change time T as:

T = inf{t|max
t∑

i=k

ly(i) ≥ h}, 1 ≤ k ≤ t, (10)

where h is a predefined value [16]. Given that the post-change

distribution is unknown, the time T cannot be directly known

from Equation 10. CBID then recursively applies the CUSUM

method proposed in [15] to determine the range of parameter

y. Based on the range of y, we can detect changes of the

Doppler frequency more accurately.

We verify the feasibility of above solution via extensive ex-

periments. We conduct experiments in three different scenarios

described in Section VI-A3. Here we only show a small part

of results about change point detection in Figure 5. Each of

the subfigures 5(a)-(d) corresponds to a pick-up experiment.

In such an experiment, a volunteer picks up a book from a

shelve and puts it back. We record the signal phase and time

stamp of every tag packet during this period. The blue curve

represents the estimates of Doppler frequency calculated by

Equation 8. By examining these estimates using the adaptive

CUSUM algorithm, CBID detects a sudden change marked by



a red circle in each of the subfigures. Experimental results of

four actions indicate that the algorithm works well in different

scenarios. As a result, the CUSUM algorithm can successfully

skip perturbations in signal caused by environmental noise and

discover the real change point in Doppler frequency values.

IV. LOCATION-BASED EXPLICIT CORRELATION

DISCOVERY

We present our solution of explicit-correlated item discovery

in this section. The main challenge is to connect items that are

picked by a same person. However collected data are unable

to report which items belong to whom. For the example of the

scenario shown in Figure 1(b), two customers stand in front of

a goods shelf. When three events of item pick-up are detected,

our system should further figure out that two pick-up actions

belongs to a same customer. It is generally the truth that when

two items are holding by a same person, their positions should

be close. Inspired by this, we form the problem of explicit

correlation discovery as locating tagged items and deciding

which tags are geographically close.

To locate close tags, an intuitive approach is to use the

RSS of backscattered RF signal as the position fingerprint.

Nevertheless, this method has some well-known drawbacks.

First, it utilizes the Friis Equation that clarifies an RSS is

inversely proportional to the biquadrate of the distance. The

equation can only become valid with a strong assumption: the

communication parties should be in a unobstructed free-space.

In indoor environments, the multipath effect will yield severe

influence to RSS measurement. Second, it is a huge workload

to build an RSS map in advance. In addition, recent studies

further show that such an RSS value strongly depends on

the multipath profile [17]. Multipath profiling for localization,

though being accurate, requires modifications on the reader

hardware, e.g. adopting the technique of synthetic aperture

radar. These modifications result in non-trivial customization

overhead.

Thus, we propose to allow the reader to intentionally move

its antenna and collect multiple RSS samples from a same tag

at different antenna locations. CBID then uses multiple RSS

from a same tag as a new metric for location. This method

does not need any modification on existing RFID hardware

and protocols.

A. Antenna Movement Model

Different from traditional RSS models where one tag lo-

cation is assumed to be corresponded to a single RSS value,

the proposed solution in CBID moves the reader antenna and

collects multiple RSS samples for a tag. We first develop a

simple antenna movement model to characterize the direction-

distance relationship at different antenna locations. Based on

that, CBID can retrieve the RSS information of tags and

determine whether they are close or not. In this new model,

there are two requirements.

• In order to improve the accuracy, it is better to avoid

changing the dominance of direct path when antenna

moves. So, the antenna should not move out of a range.

Tag T

R

(x,Y)

 A

O

Fig. 6. Illustration of Antenna Movement Model

We define an upper bound of this range as Y
5 , where Y

is the vertical distance between the antenna and tag (as

shown in Figure 6).

• Inspired by Jakes Model [18], the signal within half

wavelength are indistinguishable. Therefore the distance

of antenna movement (r) has a lower bound λ
2 .

In summary, we have Y
5 ≤ r ≤ λ

2 . To meet these conditions,

we prefer to simply move an antenna back and forth in our

implementation, termed as shuttle antenna. Figure 6 illustrates

an example of the antenna movement model, where O is the

origin location of antenna, T is a static tag at position (x, Y )

with distance d from O, and the direction from O to T is in

the angle α. A is the shuttle antenna. The position vector of

tag T is :

−→
OT = (d · cosα, d · sinα) = (x, Y ) (11)

Suppose that A moves along the vertical axis within a max-

imum range R. The displacement of A periodically changes

with t within the range (−R,R). We take a sine function

to simulate this displacement for simplicity. Therefore, the

position vector of A can be represented as:

−→
OA = (0, R · sin t) (12)

The distance vector from the antenna to tag is AT :

−→
AT =

−→
OT −−→

OA = (x, Y )− (0, R · sin t)
= (x, Y −R · sin t) (13)

B. Integration of Multi-RSS

We also propose to use a new metric, called Integration

of Multi-RSS (IMR), as the fingerprint of a tag’s location.

By moving the reader antenna, CBID obtains a set of RSS

values for a fixed tag (i.e., a fixed location) when the antenna

moves. The RSS value varies because AT changes. Let M =
PTx

1mW · Gr
2Gt

2Tb(
λ
4π )

4. According to Equation 4, at time t,
the RSS received from the tag can be represented as:

RSS(t) = 10 lg(M · 1

|AT |4 )

= 10 lg(M · ( 1√
x2 + (Y −R sin t)

)4)

= 10 lg(M · ( 1

x2 + (Y −R sin t)
)2)

(14)



Let PTx be transmit power of reader, which is set to 32dbm.

Gr is 8dbi for our reader antenna Laird A9028R30NF. Gt is

2dbi, which is the typical gain for real dipole-like tag antenna.

Tb is 1
3 [10] here for backscatter transmission loss. Y can be

measured through real deployment and in our experiment, we

put the shuttle antenna 1m away from the tags. Then, the only

unknown parameters in Equation 14 are the tag’s horizontal

axis value x and the time t. The IMR metric is used to reflect

t and x, and thereby fingerprint the tag’s location.

The CBID reader collects the RSS values of a tag in a

complete antenna movement cycle. The multiple RSS values

together provide the IMR fingerprint of the tag,
∫ 2π

0
RSS(t)dt:∫ 2π

0

RSS(t)dt

=

∫ 2π

0

(10 lg(M · ( 1

x2 + (Y −R sin t)
)2))dt

=

∫ 2π

0

10 lgMdt−
∫ 2π

0

(20 lg(x2 + (Y −R sin t)))dt

= 10

∫ 2π

0

lgMdt− 20

∫ 2π

0

lg(x2 + (Y −R sin t))dt

(15)

Replacing sin t with θ in Equation 15, we have∫
RSS(θ)dθ

= 10

∫ 2π

0

lgMdt− 20

∫ 2π

0

lg(x2 + (Y −R sin t)) · cos tdt
cos t

= 10

∫ 1

−1

lgMdθ − (20

∫ 1

0

lg(x2 + (Y −Rθ))dθ√
1− θ2

+ 20

∫ 1

−1

lg(x2 + (Y −Rθ))dθ√
1− θ2

+ 20

∫ 0

−1

lg(x2 + (Y −Rθ))dθ√
1− θ2

)

(16)

Given different x values in Equation 16, we can achieve

the relationship between the tag locations and the proposed

fingerprint IMR, which is demonstrated in Figure 7. We can

see that when a tag’s vertical distance Y to the antenna is

constant, its IMR value is inversely proportional to the tag’s

horizontal distance x.

The IMR metric is better than those used by traditional

RSS methods for tag localization with the following reasons.

Let S be the signal vector received from a given tag. S can

be considered as the sum of a multi-path signal MPS and a

noise signal N . Thus, we have the expression S = MPS+N .

Normally, we can assume that the noise signal follows a typical

gaussian distribution with a mathematical expectation of 0.

Hence the integral value of N should tend to 0. On the other

hand, the multi-path effect may cause RSS changes. In some

positions and angles the RSS may be strengthened, while in

other cases, the RSS may be weakened. In our implementation,

we adopt the shuttle antenna pattern and collect a set of RSS

values for each tag’s position. Multiple sampling of a tag can
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Fig. 7. The IMR values of different tag positions from our theoretical model,
given the same vertical distance. The red dotted box marked the practical
reader range in 0 ∼ 10 meters.

help the system to neutralize the multi-path effect. Therefore,

IMR-based localization has a better performance than single-

RSS based approaches.

V. MOVEMENT PATTERN BASED IMPLICIT CORRELATION

DISCOVERY

Based on Section III, the CBID system knows which

items are picked up by customers. Furthermore, we expect

to find out the reason behind. For example, a customer

who has put onions and tomatoes into the shopping cart

may also buy burgers. This correlation can be expressed as

Pre{Onion, Tomato} ⇒ Pn{Burger}. Pre{} represents

that a customer picked the item previously, while Pn{}
represents that the customer is likely to pick the item in future.

Previously picked items may be in hand or in a shopping cart,

within a short range in either way. Identifying Pre{} and

Pn{} items helps the system to connect items with implicit

correlations.

A. Problem Formulation

When a customer chooses Pn{} items and leaves the

shopping area together with his/her Pre{} items, the reader

can easily detect the movement of these items. Hence if

only one customer stands in the area, the correlated items

are relatively easy to detect. However, real situations are

much more complicated. Considering two or more customers

(C1, C2, ..., Cn) who are shopping in front of a shelf and they

all have their wished items. Some of them may have picked

some items and leaved this area almost at the same time.

We denote all tags belonging to these customers are near-
context tags for this area. The near-context tags are actually

identified in one area of interests and their time stamps of

residence differ slightly within certain time tolerance. In our

experiments, we set the time tolerance as 0.5 second.

Then the problem is formulated as, giving all the data of

near-context tags, for each Pni{} item how to discover the

previous items set Prei{} which belongs to the same customer

Ci.

One intuitive solution to this problem is to record each tag’s

Doppler frequency value and monitor its movement trajectory.

For the items in a same shopping cart, they will move together
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Fig. 8. Doppler data of implicit-correlation experiment: Subfigure (a)-(d)
demonstrate 4 tags’ doppler data after segment-based interpolation. Tag1
belongs to volunteer A and the other 3 belong to volunteer B.

and share a similar movement pattern. The traces of all near-

context tags can be clustered to different customers. However,

such a solution encounters two challenges in a real RFID

system.

• Irregular sampling period: In an UHF RFID system,

identifying tags will experience a collision-arbitration

process, by which different tags are identified in different

time slots. This means the sampling time for different tags

will not be the same. In addition, several other factors,

such as signal attenuation due to tag movement, will

also lead different sampling times to different tags. This

problem makes the sample density varies over time for

each tag and then ruins the accuracy of clustering.

• Unknown number of customers: As the number of cus-

tomers is unknown for the system, exhaustive search

for the best clustering result is an NP hard problem.

Therefore, an effective clustering algorithm with rapid

convergence is required.

B. Segment-based Interpolation

To overcome the first challenge, we implement a segment-

based interpolation approach which makes all raw data have

the same number of samples of different tags. We set the time

length of one segment as Tseg = 1s and find the minimal

time stamp (Tmin) and maximal time stamp (Tmax) of all

data reported from near-context tags.

Then the whole time period is partitioned into N segments,

where N = �(Tmax − Tmin)/Tseg�. In each segment, CBID

applies the Linear Interpolation method to fit the Doppler

curves. The advantage of this method is that we can reduce

the interpolated error. In addition, considering each segment

of data is indeed one observation, this method will increase

the amount of data used for the clustering algorithm presented

in the next subsection.

C. Iterative Clustering Algorithm with Cosine Similarity

In this subsection, we present an iterative clustering ap-

proach to organize tags in different groups, which utilizes

cosine similarity measurements.

To clearly explain the goal of this algorithm, we use one

group of experiment data to serve as an example. Figure 8

shows tags’ Doppler frequency data processed by the segment-

based interpolation. In this set of experiments, two volunteers

emulate a shopping procedure and each of them has a shopping

cart. Their trajectories are random. Volunteer A has only one

item which is associated with Tag1. The other three items

(with Tag2 Tag3 and Tag4, respectively) are all in volunteer

B’s shopping cart. In order to extract implicit correlations of

the items, we have to cluster the four tags.

As described in Section V-B, we divide the Doppler data

into N segments. Each segment of data is considered as

a vector. We implement the cosine calculation to measure

the similarity between two vector observations within the

same time period. Supposing there are M near-context tags.

The similarity metric Si
j,k for two segments F i

j , F
i
k can be

expressed as :

Si
j,k =

F i
j · F i

k∥∥F i
j

∥∥ ∥∥F i
k

∥∥ , 1 ≤ i ≤ N, 1 ≤ j, k ≤ M (17)

where i denotes the ith segment of Doppler data and j, k are

tags’ identifiers. The similarity ranges from -1 to 1, where -1

means completely different and 1 means exactly the same.

For each time period i,
(
M
2

)
times of comparisons should

be conducted. Considering all the time periods, the size of the

result matrix is
(
M
2

)×N :⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎣

S1
2,1 S2

2,1 · · · SN
2,1

S1
3,1 S2

3,1 · · · SN
3,1

... · · · ...

S1
M,M−1 S2

M,M−1 · · · SN
M,M−1

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎦ (18)

The rows of the above matrix show all segments’ similarity

values between two segments of Doppler data. Therefore,

the mean value of each row (MS) can reflect the average

similarity of the Doppler data under comparison. Then we

get the similarity vector:

Rt = [MSt
2,1,MSt

3,1, · · · ,MSt
M,M−1] (19)

where t indicates the tth iteration in our clustering algorithm.

Giving the vector Rt, we can calculate a similarity threshold

Thret as:

Thret = mean(Rt) + α ∗ std(Rt) (20)

where α is a constant value.

We continue to use the example of Figure 8 to explain the

effectiveness of our algorithm. At first, each tag is considered

as one individual cluster. According to Equations 17, 18, 20,

we can calculate the first similarity vector R1 based on the

measured data of the four tags. The results are shown in

Figure 9. Each number in this figure means the average

similarity between two tags. The threshold of the first iteration

is 0.47, if α = 1. We pick similarity values which are greater

than the threshold: MS1
3,4 in our example and put the two

corresponding tags into one cluster. Hence Tag3 and Tag4 are

clustered in the first iteration. The mean similarity R2 and

the threshold Thre2 should be re-calculated in next iteration.

When there is no similarity value is greater than the threshold,
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Fig. 9. An example of iterative clustering algorithm.

or only one cluster left in the end, the iterative algorithm is

terminated.

VI. IMPLEMENTATION AND EVALUATION

In this section, we present the prototype implementation of

CBID and evaluate its performance by conducting comprehen-

sive experiments.

A. Implementation

1) Hardware: In the implementation of CBID, we adopt a

Commercial-Off-The-Shelf (COTS) Impinj reader, i.e., Impinj

R420. The reader works at the frequency of 924.375 MHz,

which is the maximum frequency available for our region.

Two directional antennas (Laird A9028R30NF with a gain of

8dbi) were used in our experiments. One antenna is mounted

on the ceiling of the lab. The shuttle antenna is mounted on a

sliding rack. The sliding rack consists of a motor for moving

the antenna forth and back. For adjusting the moving velocity

and direction, a circuit unit control the rotate speed of motor

changed in a sine function pattern. We use two types of COTS

UHF passive tags from two mainstream manufactures, Alien

and Impinj.

2) Software: We have implemented the software in charge

of data collection and analysis on a high performance com-

puter. The software is integrated with the Octane SDK, an

extension of the LLRP Toolkit, which supports the report of

low-level data including signal phase, RSS, and Doppler shift.

3) Experiment Scenarios: Referring to common display

modes in B&M stores, our experiments cover the following

typical scenarios.

• Line mode (clothes): Many commodities are displayed on

a shelf in line, we implement this scenario in our lab by

hanging clothes on a rack, as shown in Figure 10(a).

• Horizontal mode (glasses): This mode is familiar with

the counter in shopping malls. The commodities are

displayed in a horizontal plane. We put a number of

glasses on a table to simulate this scenario. Figure 10(b)

shows the experiment deployment.

• Vertical mode (books): This mode is the most common

display scenario in supermarkets and libraries. We have

implemented this scenario in a university library and

tagged the books on shelf, as shown in Figure 10(c).
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Fig. 10. Three scenarios in our implementation. (a) Line mode using clothes.
(b) Horizontal mode using glasses. (c) Vertical mode using books.
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B. Accuracy of Pick-up Action Recognition

We first focus on the pick-up action recognition for popular

items discovery and evaluate its accuracy across all three

scenarios. The experiments were conducted inside our lab

with the reader antenna mounting on the ceiling. We invited

25 volunteers to participate the experiments. Their heights

vary from 155 to 185 cm. We run 300 experiments for each

scenario introduced in Section VI-A3. In each experiment, 15

volunteers were asked to pick 5 items arbitrarily among 20

tagged items.

Figure 11 demonstrates the counts of picking behaviors

detected in three scenarios as well as the comparison to the

ground truth. The body heights are classified into three groups,

155 - 165 cm, 165 - 175 cm, and 175 - 185 cm. In this figure,

the bars represent the detected counts, while the lines represent

the ground truth. We find that there is very little impact of the

heights to accuracy. Even in the worst case, i.e., the case of

horizontal mode with 155 - 165 cm heights, the accuracy still

reaches 90%. These results show that our method is robust

among different scenarios and different human heights.



TABLE I
ACCURACY OF PICK-UP DETECTION IN THREE SCENARIOS

Category Line Horizontal Vertical Overall

Accuracy (%) 97.33 96.67 99.33 97.78

In the results of total 900 experiments, the overall accuracy

reaches up to 97.78%. The precision of three scenarios are

compared in Table I. We find that the vertical mode shows the

highest accuracy over 99% while the horizontal mode has the

lowest accuracy among three scenarios.

C. Accuracy of Explicit Correlation Discovery

We evaluate the accuracy of explicit correlation discovery

described in Section IV by identifying tagged items that are

picked by a same customer. We conduct this set of experiments

using the line mode scenario, marking 5 locations on a rack, 40

cm apart for adjacent locations. Based on life experience, we

believe 40 cm is a reasonable distance between two persons.

If two tags are 40 cm or more apart after being picked up, we

consider they belong to different customers. Otherwise, they

belong to a same customer. In addition, the shuttle antenna

used in this set of experiments is on one side of the clothes

rack, and its moving direction is perpendicular to the cross rod

of the rack. We take the difference of two tags’ IMR values

(ΔI) as the metric to identify the distance between tags. The

threshold (θ) is used to distinguish whether the distance is

longer than 40 cm. We adopt Equal Error Rate (EER) method

to decide the threshold (θ).

1) Selection of threshold : We determine θ as follows.

We separate the experiments into two categories. Case 1: 1-
Person 2-Item: We put two tags within the safe distance, and

then change their positions. In this case, we use the distance

equal to 10 cm to emulate the situation of two tags in one

hand and use distance equal to 20 cm to emulate the situation

of two tags in two hands of a same person. Thus, we have(
5
1

) ∗ (21) = 10 groups of experiments. Case 2: 2-Persons 2-
Item: We let tag A always in the front of tag B, then polling

in all 5 positions. Thus we have
(
4
1

)
+

(
3
1

)
+

(
2
1

)
+

(
1
1

)
= 10

groups of tests. We repeat every test 5 times, resulting a total

number of 100 experiments. We calculate ΔI for every of

them.

We try different values of the threshold θ to compute the

rate of falsely rejected and falsely accepted cases. ΔI from

Case 1 that is above θ indicates a case of false reject, and ΔI
from Case 2 that is below θ indicates a case of false accept.

Based on the results we compute the False Reject Rate (FRR)

and False Accept Rate (FAR). The Equal Error Rate (EER) is

a value where FRR equals to FAR. EER is a common metric

to measure performance of a recognition system. When θ is

set to the EER, the system can achieve the lowest sum of FRR

and FAR. As shown in Figure 12, when we calculate ΔI using

RSS data from 4 integration cycles, the EER is 0.15 and θ is

418.

When CBID serves as a data provider for backend data

mining servers, it may try to provide less dirty data. In this
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case, CBID prefers to reduce the FAR, while sacrifices the

FRR. For example, θ can be as 359, and then the FAR is 10%

and FRR is 18%.

2) Accuracy Versus Number of Cycles: To investigate

the relation between accuracy and the number of integration

cycles, we calculate ΔI of different testing cases by varying

the number of cycles. Figure 13 shows that EER reduces

gradually while the number of cycles grows. When the number

of cycles is 4, EER is 15%, which means the overall accuracy

achieves 85%. In our experiment, we set the default number

of cycles as 4 and the shuttle antenna’s cycle duration as 0.8s.

Hence, 4 cycles might be equivalent to 3.2s. It is a reasonable

time duration in practice for collecting the RSS data needed

by the system.

D. Accuracy of Implicit Correlation Discovery

In this section, we analyze the accuracy of the clustering

algorithm proposed in Section V, which aims at disclosing

the implicit correlations. Experiments are conducted in a

supermarket and tags are attached with different items. Ex-

periments in this section focus on three questions. First, when

multiple items belong to a same customer, can the algorithm

successfully detect their similar trajectories? Second, when the

number of customers increases, can the algorithm still yield

good performance? Third, how long movement duration is

enough for the algorithm to accurately cluster items? We adopt

the FAR to evaluate clustering accuracy.

1) Performance of clustering: We conduct two types of

experiments to answer the first and second questions. In the
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first set of experiments, two volunteers take shopping carts

with them. Volunteer A keeps two items in his cart during

the whole experiment procedure. The other volunteer B puts

new items into his cart constantly. When each time B picks a

new item, we implement the cluster algorithm to distinguish

different trajectories. We vary the number of items selected by

B from 2 to 18. Each set of experiments is repeated by five

times. As shown in Figure 14(a), our algorithm can achieve

zero false acceptance in all groups of experiments. On the

other hand, the average FRR of this experiment is 0.13, which

is higher than the FAR, but still within an acceptable error

tolerance for our sensing scenario.

In the second set of experiments, we gradually increase

the number of volunteers in the area. Each volunteer walk

randomly with 2 items in hand. The maximum number of

volunteers is 10 and we conduct 10 experiments for each

setting. Figure 14 (b) shows the FAR versus different number

of customers. The results show that when there are less than

5 customers in the area, no misclassified product is grouped

into the high-profile cluster. With the number of customers

growing, the FAR increase from 0.1 to 0.2.

These two group of experiments demonstrate that CBID per-

forms well in both multi-item and multi-customer scenarios.

2) Evaluation of Time Efficiency: Time duration in above

experiments is set in a fixed length, 30 seconds. However, in

real shopping environment, customers usually leave one shelf

at different speeds and it may not guarantee a 30-second time

duration for data collection. Therefore, we have to evaluate

the system performance with different time durations. To

reuse data from the experiments above, we intercept different

movement durations to serve as input signal for the cluster

algorithm. As shown from Figure 15, the FAR is relatively

high when the time duration is extremely short, especially for

multi-customer cases. If the time duration is longer than four

seconds, the input data are enough to yield accurate clustering.

VII. RELATED WORKS

Customer behavior analysis is important to current retail

business. In this section, we briefly introduce the related works
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from two aspects, customer behavior identification, RF based

localization, tracking, and motion detection.

A. User Behavior Collection

Sales history is an important source for customer behavior

analysis. However it only reflects the items purchased by cus-

tomers and misses other customer behaviors [19]. Compared

to in-store shopping, online shopping [20], [21] is easy to

complete this task. Online shoppers’ behaviors, such as clicks,

price comparisons, and search records, etc., can be captured

by the Web.

For Brick and Mortar (B&M) stores, capturing the customer

behaviors is extremely difficult. Most existing approaches

depend on specific devices for monitoring and capturing user

behaviors. R. L. Angell [21] deployed sensors to collect multi-

dimensional environment data, such as location, temperature,

humidity, lighting, etc. Deploying the data collection device

in shopping cart was also proposed [22]. T. Kanda et al.

deployed a sensor network with many six laser range finders in

a shopping arcade [23]. The purpose of their work is to track

and cluster customer trajectories to locate potential consumers.

These solutions all rely on expensive devices for monitoring

purposes.

B. RF based Localization, Tracking, and Motion Detection

RF based sytems, including WSN [24], RFID [3][17] and

WiFi [25][26][27], have been extensively studied for localiza-

tion, tracking, and motion detection. RFID tags mainly fall

into two categories, active and passive tags. Active tags have

on-board batteries as the power source such that they have

more powerful computing capacity and storage than passive

tags. Most active tag based localization approaches depend

on the disturbance from people on RF signal [3]. Some of

them can achieve device-free localization [28]. Due to the high

cost of active tags, researchers proposed to use a hybrid RFID

system [4], including some active tags as the location anchors

and the majority passive tags as the disturbance detectors,

for localization. On the other hand, since passive tags are

extremely weak in computer power compared to active tags,

they are usually used for identification only. Recently, passive

tag localization and tracking is also investigated. Utilizing

multipath effect, passive RFID tags can support accurate

location reference [17]. Besides signal strength, some other



features, such as the phase [5], mutual interference [29], and

the angel between the antennas of reader and tag [30], are

also used to improve the localization accuracy. It is worth

to note that antenna movements, which has been used for

outdoor localization [31], has become a promising way to

locate passive tags with high accuracy [17].

WiFi signal is another major media used for motion-

detection and localization. RADAR is designed for indoor

localization and tracking using the Received Signal Strength

(RSS) [32]. EZ [33] enables the location estimation on un-

known positions without the need of pre-deployment. WiTrack

[34] implements a system which tracks the person’s 3D motion

based on the radio signal reflected off his body. WiSee [14]

enables whole-home gesture recognition using WiFi Doppler

shift.

VIII. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we present the design, implementation, and

evaluation of the CBID system. The CBID system leverages

physical-layer information retrieved from the communication

signal of passive tags to detect and track their movements.

Correlations among tagged items can then be inferred. The

protocols of CBID are simple and have no need of hardware

modifications on off-the-shelf RFID devices. Results from our

implementation and deployment show that CBID can achieve

fast and accurate customer behavior identification in various

circumstances. Our future work includes modeling of more

complicated customer behavior and improving identification

accuracy and reliability.
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